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User Experience Designer

codyreppert.com
codyreppert@icloud.com
214-714-7490

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

INTERACTION DESIGNER | Intuit

Working with the design team to craft a better experience through authentication for
applications such as TurboTax, Mint, and QuickBooks.

SAVANNAH COLLEGE
OF ART AND DESIGN
B.F.A. USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
SAVANNAH, GA | EXPECTED 2018

LOCATION MANAGER | Campus Carriers

INVOLVEMENT

future (Summer 17) // San Diego, CA

present // Savannah, GA

Managing and overseeing the logistics and operations of supply distribution, customer
pickup, warehouse organization and redelivery of customer belongings. Assisting to
make sure that all operations are running timely and efficiently.

VIDEO EDITOR // CONSULTANT | 1UP Aerial Drones

present // Savannah, GA

Editing together drone footage to client's specifications and standards. Consistent
communication with the CEO for edits and critique.

Chief Communication Officer of
FLUX (UX Club)

Project manager of Ambassador/Mentor
Program. Setting agenda and coordinating
ambassadors promotional events.
Developing recruiting strategy and coordinating club growth outside of
SCAD Savannah.

Vice President of Colleges Against
Cancer (CAC)

Creative Directed an advertisement for NYE in Times Square. Researched stock images
for various client projects. Worked on Heart Failure webpages to create a more
aesthetically pleasing page as well as a better experience to inspire hope in the user.

This club is special to me because making
a difference in the lives of kids with cancer is
important to me.
I stepped up to lead the team in a new, more
productive direction through implementing
new communication systems and organizing
events, fundraisers, and meetings.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

SKILLS

FREELANCE DESIGN // CONSULTANT | live4life media

NYE TIMES SQUARE ADVERTISEMENT

2015-16 // Dallas, TX

2016 // Dallas, TX

I was given the opportunity to design and creative direct an advertisement for
The American Heart Association. This ad was showcased in Times Square for
New Years Eve and the entire month of December.

SCAD PERMANENT COLLECTION

2016 // Savannah, GA

My print advertisement, “Get Twisted” was chosen to be one of the few student pieces
on the showcase slideshow that plays on every SCAD computer around campus.

DEANS LIST | SCAD

2015-2016 // Savannah, GA

Tested my work ethic by maintaining a 3.5 GPA + Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
year. Took 20 hours per quarter for 5 quarters and maintained a social life balance.

FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER

2016 // Savannah, GA

Photos were featured on accounts with heavy influence. Fashion photography was
posted by @FASHIONBOMBDAILY, with 1 million followers, and @SCADFASHION, with
4.7 thousand followers. Motorcycle photography was published in an article and posted
by @DIMECITYCYCLES, with 70.9 thousand followers.

METHODS
DESIGN THINKING
CONTEXTUAL RESEARCH
PROTOTYPING
WIREFRAMING
RESEARCH
BRANDING
STRATEGY
ATTENTION TO DETAIL
TOOLS
SKETCH
INVISION
PRINCIPLE
PHOTOSHOP
ILLUSTRATOR
INDESIGN
PREMIERE
LIGHTROOM

